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ABSTRACT
A bot is an autonomous enemy which tries to beat the human player and/or some other bots in a game. This chapter describes the design, implementation and results of a system to evolve bots inside the PC game Unreal™. The default artificial intelligence (AI) of this bot has been improved using two different evolutionary methods: genetic algorithms (GAs) and genetic programming (GP). The first one has been applied for tuning the parameters of the hard-coded values inside the bot AI code. The second method has been used to change the default set of rules (or states) that defines its behaviour. Moreover, the first approach has been considered at two levels: individual and team, performing different studies at the latter level, looking for the best cooperation scheme. Both techniques yield very good results, evolving bots (and teams) which are capable of defeating the default ones. The best results are obtained for the GA approach, since it just performs a refinement considering the default behaviour rules, while the GP method has to redefine the whole set of rules, so it is harder to get good results. This chapter presents one possibility of AI programming: building a better model from a standard one.

INTRODUCTION
First Person Shooters (FPS) are action games where the player can only see the hands and the current weapon of his character, and has to fight against enemies by shooting at them. These games appeared at the end of the eighties in PCs as one of the new pseudo-3D games, evolving concepts previously seen in others such as Maze Wars (1974). After the first, and famous, Wolfenstein™ and DOOM™ games, FPS games began to be played by millions of video gamers in individual player mode until the appearance of games which included multiplayer modes. Unreal™ [Unreal:Site, Unreal:Wikipedia], released for PCs by Epic Games in 1998, had great success.
since it incorporated the best multiplayer mode to date. In that mode, up to eight players (on the same PC or connected through a network) fought among themselves, trying to defeat as many of the others players as possible, and getting the so-called *frag* for each defeat. The players move in a limited scenario or arena, where weapons and other useful items appear. The players can be human or automatic and autonomous ones, known as *bots*.

Each player has a life level which is decreased every time he receives a weapon impact; this decrement depends on the weapon power, the distance, and damaged area on the character. In addition, there are some items that can be used to increase this level or to protect the player. Also, many FPS games let the programmers modify part of their source code or engine, to build new maps, weapons or characters, and even change the enemies’ artificial intelligence (AI) schemes, to get new autonomous bots.

In the latest FPS games, a change in the confrontation has been introduced: the *team battle*. There are many team modes, such as death match, conquer the hill, capture the flag or hunt and escape. The common aim in all of them is the cooperation of the individuals in each team to obtain a global gain.

That is, the main objective is to get good team behaviour, rather than a good individual conduct. But in principle, it is difficult to predict how an improvement in the individual AI of a bot can profit the whole team.

Following these ideas, in this chapter there have been implemented (and presented) two general approaches to evolve bots inside Unreal™. The first one was applied for tuning up a set of parameters, corresponding to some hard-coded values inside the bot AI code. The second method was implemented to change and improve the default set of rules (or states) that defines its behaviour.

Moreover, additional work has been performed on the implementation of *two approaches of team-based evolutionary methods*, devoted to optimizing the behaviour of the whole team, in order to get the maximum number of frags against other teams.

In all cases we have implemented bots with a Genetic AI, or Genetic Bots (*G-Bots*). Evolutionary Algorithms, such as Genetic Algorithms [Goldberg, 1989] and Genetic Programming [Koza, 1992] have been used to improve the Unreal™ AI, given their well-known optimization capability. This way, each G-Bot improves its AI by playing a game and getting a better global behaviour in time, that is, defeating as much enemies as possible (getting frags) and being defeated as little as possible.

In the team-based case, every bot on the same team shares a common chromosome. As stated, the objective is to get bots whose behaviour would be good for the team profit.

The methodology described could be useful in AI designing tasks, starting from a common standard hard-coded or rule-based AI implementation, which would be significantly improved by means of evolutionary techniques.

**UNREAL™ GAME FEATURES**

As previously commented, Unreal™ is a very famous FPS for PCs published in 1998. It presented a very good single player mode, but the multiplayer possibilities gave it great success. Currently, there are many games which include multiplayer modes against humans or bots, but there are some features which made Unreal™ the best framework for developing our work:

- It includes bots with a high level AI, which was the best for a long time, since it introduced some novel techniques (such as predefined scripts, navigation points or states and events)
- It includes a proprietary engine programming language, called *UnrealScript* [UnrealScript], which combines C and Java syntax, with some useful features,
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